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Abstract

Renewable energy is an increasing need in our society. Microbial fuel cell (MFC) technology represents a new technology for the regeneration of electricity from what would otherwise be considered waste and can be a vital candidate for energy in this respect. Electricity directly generated by using bacteria while accomplishing wastewater treatment in MFC processes. The present study deals with performance of proton exchange membrane and cation exchange resin for ion transfer. The effect of dimension of Resin Bridge on electricity generation and COD removal was reported. A maximum voltage of 10.5 mV was observed at 400ppm of KMnO\textsubscript{4} along with 400ml of dairy in an anode chamber. Average COD removal was in the range of 70\% to 90\%.
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1 Introduction

Day by day, gradual industrialization and urbanization leading more production of waste material and exposing it to the environment. Microbial fuel cell (MFC) can be a suitable solution to this problem. A MFC is a device that converts chemical energy to electrical energy with the aid of the catalytic reaction of microorganisms [1-2]. MFC generates electricity directly from various biodegradable substrates through microbial release of electrons to an electrode. Microbial fuel cells can be used to recover energy from wastewater while eliminating the need for wastewater
aeration and reducing sludge production [3-4]. Several types of wastewater have been examined in such process including food processing, municipal, brewery, animal and paper recycling wastewaters [5-6].

An MFC consists of anode and cathode equipped with a suitable ion exchange media (such as membrane, resin, etc.) [7]. The anode chamber is inoculated with microbial colony. Bacteria gain energy by transferring electrons from an electron donor, such as glucose or acetate, to an electron acceptor, such as oxygen. The larger the difference in potential between donor and acceptor, the larger the energetic gain for the bacterium, and generally the higher the growth yield. In a microbial fuel cell (MFC), bacteria do not directly transfer their electrons to their characteristic terminal electron acceptor, but these electrons are diverted towards an electrode, i.e. an anode. The electrons are subsequently conducted over a resistance or power user towards a cathode and thus, bacterial energy is directly converted to electrical energy [8-10].

In this study attempts were made to develop a membrane-less MFC with using a cation exchange resin and comparative study with the ion exchange membrane.

2 Experimental

2.1 Cell feed:

The fuel for the cell used was The waste water from dairy [Fulkoli,BISIC,Khadim,Sylhet] and selected on the basis that it was not sterilised. The average nutrient content of the manure was 6mg N, 3mg P, 6.5mg K, 2.5mg S and 1.5mg Mg g⁻¹ (manufacturer’s data). The measured calorific value of the manure was 82 kJ g⁻¹. It was collected and kept in an air tight container for 10 days. Then the liquid from it was used as microbial source in the MFC in anode chamber.

2.2 Cell reactor design:

The fuel cell reactor was tested as a batch system, similar to a battery. The reactor was constructed in the laboratory using available local PET bottle. Total volume of both anode and cathode compartment was the same (0.5 L) and each chamber was provided with sample port, wire point inputs (top), inlet and outlet ports as shown in Figure 1. The microbial cells were introduced on the anode chamber of the reactor, in which was located the anode.
The reactor also equipped with a tubular contact by a packed bed of cation exchange resin for the transfer of H+. The resin beds were constructed from hard plastic tubing, with different internal diameter & length. Both anode and cathode electrodes were made of graphite rod obtained from local dry cell factory and were positioned at a distance of 2 cm on either side of the membrane. Each electrode had a surface area of 25.635 sq. cm (both anode and cathode). Prior to use, the electrodes were soaked in de-ionized water for a period of 24 h. Contact between electrodes and copper wires was sealed with epoxy material. MFC was operated in batch mode at room temperature (28 ± 2°C).

2.3 Analytics and calculations

Current and voltage were recorded with a fixed resistance by a precise digital multimeter (FL-9205A, SHEN-ZHENXL Electronic Co. Ltd, China). Power was calculated from the relation of \( P=IV \), where, I and V represents current (A) and voltage (V), respectively. Power and current density were calculating by dividing the obtained power and current by the anode surface area (m2). Decolorization, COD and pH were monitored in the anodic chamber of MFC during operation.

3 Result and Discussions

3.1 Performance of proton exchange membrane and resin based MFC

To scrutinize the performance between PEM and cation exchange Resin for ion transfer media in different MFCs were operated. Both MFC used same waste water in anode chamber and same quantity of KMnO4 in cathode chamber.
Figure 2 we observe the performance of current generation between proton exchange membrane and cation exchange resin.

![Figure 2: Comparison between current generated by PEM & Resin based MFC](image)

Figure displayed that the generation of current with respect to time via PEM and Rasin. The figure shows that the initial current given by PEM is higher and gradually decreases where that for the resin is approximately steady at initial state with increment at higher time.

3. 2 Effect of length of resin bed with constant diameter

To know the effect of cation exchange bed length three MFC used which length was 5.5 cm, 3.7cm and 2.5 cm respectively with constant diameter. Figure 3 shows the current generation is increased for greater bed length on the other hand lower bed length shown lower current.
Fig. 3. current generation data of different bed length with constant diameter (when 400 ml dairy waste water in anode and 400 ppm of KMnO₄ in cathode at the room temperature over 49 hours operation and current measured using 10 Ω resistance)

3.3 COD removal

A COD removal of in the range of 70% to 89% for the cells containing 300, 400 mL of waste water with 400 ppm, 500ppm KMnO₄ in cathode chamber. So, the removal of COD is found to be higher for the cell which showed higher current production.

Fig. 4. Percent removal of COD in terms of time (When 400 ml waste water in anode and 400ppm of KMnO₄ maintained in cathode at room temperature over 145 hrs. operation)
3.4 Power curve for different bed diameter

The polarization curve characterizes the cell voltage as a function of current. The current, in turn, depends on the size of the electrical load placed across the fuel cell. In essence the polarization curve shows the electrochemical efficiency of the fuel cell at any operating current.

At first, the power densities showed an incremental trend with increasing external resistance. But after reaching a peak value, the power densities begin to fall down with increasing resistance and current density. Current generation showed decreasing trend with increase in resistance and is consistent with the reported literature [11], which indicated a typical fuel cell behavior.

![Fig. 5. Power density vs. current density curve for three MFCs using variable resin length](image)

4 Conclusion

In this study the performance of cation exchange resin instead of proton exchange membrane as an ion transfer media for microbial fuel cell was investigated. It is notable that the price of proton exchange membrane is very much higher and difficult to regenerate than ion exchange resin. Also the macro porous nature of the resin used in these study facilities the ion exchange kinetics. Microbial Fuel cell was fabricated and constructed with local markets materials. It has been observed that the current generation of a MFC increased for higher cross-sectional area of resin bed. Concentration polarization was found to be negligible. Some affect of activation polarization was observed. The removal of COD is found to be higher for the cell which showed higher current density. The highest COD removal was found 90.65% for the cell containing 3.7 cm bed length with 400ml dairy waste water in anode chamber and 400ppm KMnO4 in cathode chamber.
chamber. Also maximum power density was recorded as 1.616mW/m² at the current density 0.022703A/m² for the MFC cell containing 400ml dairy waste water in anode chamber and 400ppm KMnO4 in cathode chamber with 3.5cm bed dia.
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